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In-band Emission Interference in D2D-enabled
Cellular Network: Modelling, Analysis, and Mitigation
Hind Albasry, Jiangzhou Wang, Fellow, IEEE, and Huiling Zhu, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract
Next generation network is considered as a device to device (D2D)-enabled system. The overlay in-
band scheme can be used by the cellular user equipments (CUEs) and D2D user equipments (DUEs) to
send data. The cellular and D2D links experience the in-band emission interference (IEI) from the DUEs
that use the adjacent frequencies. This paper models the IEI impact by using the stochastic geometry
and analytically investigates this impact on cellular and D2D links. The IEI inter-cell and IEI intra-cell
are separately assessed, and the expected D2D resource block (DRB) reuse factor is evaluated. Further,
distance-density based (DDB) strategy is proposed to mitigate the IEI by controlling the number and
location of served DUEs for each DRB. Also, optimal power allocation (OPA) algorithm is proposed by
calculating the optimal DUEs transmission power profile that mitigates IEI and maximizes the DUEs
sum rate. The performance is improved significantly for the proposed methods. The application scenario
is identified for each mitigation method.
Index Terms




EVICE TO DEVICE (D2D) communication is an integral part of next generation cellular
network. D2D supports proximity-based services, reduces end to end latency, extends
the cellular coverage, and reduces handset power consumption [4]. D2D communication can
also improve the spectral efficiency by reusing the frequency resources within a cell [5]. It
is anticipated that the D2D link density in the next generation cellular network will increase
Hind Albasry, Jiangzhou Wang, and Huiling Zhu are with the School of Engineering and Digital Arts, University of Kent,
Canterbury, Kent, CT2 7NT, UK (email: {hrja2, j.z.wang, h.zhu}@kent.ac.uk).
The present paper is different from the previous publications in [1]–[3]. This work investigates IEI impact extensively. The
propose model is more realistic, the IEI impact is analysed for cellular and also for D2D side. The expected reuse factor is
derived. Two novel methods are proposed to mitigate it.































































significantly [6]. Thus, frequency reuse is desirable within the cell in order to use the frequency
resources efficiently and cope with high D2D user equipment (DUE) density.
One of the challenges in D2D-enabled cellular network is in-band emission interference (IEI),
which is defined as a power leakage among adjacent frequencies [7]–[12]. In the legacy network,
each cellular user equipments (CUEs) uses a dedicated frequency, which causes a negligible
leakage power among adjacent frequencies. However, in D2D-enabled cellular network, the
frequency resources may be reused by DUEs within the same cell, thanks to the small distance
between the transmitter and the receiver of D2D links. However, this causes a non-negligible
IEI from DUEs to cellular and D2D links in high dense D2D-enabled cellular network. Thus
IEI must be considered, where multiple D2D links reuse the same frequency.
[7]–[11] studied IEI impact in D2D-enabled cellular network and proposed frequency re-
sources grouping and different power control schemes to mitigate it. Only simulation system was
used to evaluate the IEI impact in these studies. In [7], a D2D frequency resources grouping was
proposed, which was motivated by the fact that with DUEs fixed transmit power, the IEI to the
base station (BS) mainly comes from the cell centre DUEs. However, the proposed frequency
resources grouping method mitigated the IEI for just cell edge frequency resources group, where
the impact still exists in centre edge frequency resources group. Further, [8]–[12] proposed a
power control methods to mitigate IEI. [8] proposed BS based open loop power control (OLPC)
algorithm for D2D, where the IEI from DUEs to cellular links was controlled by the BS. In
[9], the proposed scheme controlled the DUEs transmission power according to the DUEs
locations from the serving BS by utilizing the distance-proportional fractional power control.
The proposed methods in [9] and [8] are OLPC methods and impose constraints on the DUEs
transmission power, which affects the performance of DUEs. Thus, [10]–[12] proposed strategies
to relax the power constraints of OLPC methods, where the DUEs can increase the transmission
power. The main idea is identify additional slots, where the DUEs can boost the transmission
power without affecting the cellular links. However, in the proposed OLPC-based methods, the
DEUs transmission power is constrained without taking into account that can affect the DUEs
performance.
Since the D2D communication is one of the main parts of future networks and the IEI is
expected to be a serious problem, this gives us a motivation to propose a new framework model to
evaluate theoretically the D2D-enabled cellular network by considering the IEI impact. Further,































































the mitigation methods proposed by the literature did not give much attention to D2D links
performance. Therefore, in this paper, two mitigation methods are proposed: frequency resources
grouping strategy and power control algorithm that take into account performance of D2D and
cellular links in the network. The paper contributions can be summarized as follows:
1) A framework system model is proposed by using a stochastic geometry, which considers
the IEI impact for high dense D2D-enabled cellular network. The IEI impact is evaluated
for the cellular and D2D links. A closed-form of CUE coverage probability and data rate
are derived to evaluate the cellular link performance, and DUE successful probability and
data rate are derived to evaluate the D2D link performance. Further, the D2D resource
blocks (DRBs) expected reuse factor is derived, which satisfies the quality of service (QoS)
requirements of the cellular and D2D links.
2) The evaluation results show that the IEI is more severe on cellular than D2D links. Thus,
this work proposes a frequency resources grouping and the power allocation strategies to
mitigate the IEI on cellular links. The application scenario of each mitigation method is
explained and compared with the literature schemes. Both methods take into account the
cellular and D2D links performance.
• A frequency resources grouping method called distance-density based (DDB) strategy is
proposed to mitigate the IEI. Based on the fact that the nearest DRBs to the cellular
resource blocks (CRBs) cause more IEI, a protection band is defined. The number and
the locations of DUEs in this band is controlled by the BS within one cell and modelled
using thinning process and Poisson hole process (PHP). The optimal protection band size
for each cell is found which maximizes the cellular link coverage probability. The system
performance is evaluated and the results show the significant improvement is achieved by
employing this strategy.
• The impact of IEI intra-cell (IEI from the same cell) and inter-cell (IEI from other cells)
on cellular link are investigated. The results show that the IEI intra-cell dominates the
IEI inter-cell when the DUE density is high. Thus, we propose optimal power allocation
(OPA) algorithm to eliminate the IEI intra-cell within one cell. The problem is formulated
as an optimization problem that maximizes the DUEs sum rate under constraint that the
leakage from each DRBs does not exceed the interference threshold at the BS. The cellular
link coverage probability is improved significantly by employing this algorithm.


























































































Fig. 1: Overlay frequency resources model.
CUE transmitter 
DUE transmitter 








Fig. 2: Network Model.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model of D2D-
enabled cellular network is described. In Section III, the network performance is analysed. In
Section IV, two methods are proposed to mitigate the IEI impact. The results and the discussion
are provided in Section V. The conclusion is followed in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider the IEI impact for D2D overlay in-band scheme, using the uplink frequency resources
pool structure proposed by 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) [10], [11], as shown in
Fig. 1. The CUEs use CRBs to transmit the uplink traffic, while DUEs use DRBs to transmit
D2D data. NC and ND represent the numbers of CRBs and DRBs in each time slot t, where
NC + ND = N and N is the total number of resource blocks (RBs) in t. For network model,
consider D2D-enabled orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)-based cellular
network with multiple cells [13]–[15], as shown in Fig. 2. The locations of BSs, the CUEs using
the ith CRB, and the DUEs using the jth DRBs are modelled as independent homogeneous
Poisson point processes (PPPs) Φ, Φi, and Φj with densities of λ, λi and λj respectively, where
i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NC} and j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , ND} .
A full load scenario is assumed, where each CRB is occupied by one CUE in each cell, thus
λi and λ have equal values. Further, each DRB can be reused by rd DUEs, where rd is the reuse































































factor of DRBs for each cell in the network. Also, it is assumed that each DUE uses only one
DRB to transmit D2D data.
In this model, the signals experience distance dependent path loss with a path loss exponent
α, and fast fading. The fast fading power gain follows the exponential distribution with mean 1
µ
,
which it is denoted by h ∼ exp(µ). One RB subcarriers are characterised by the same channel
gain. A fractional path loss-inversion based power control is considered of form xαǫ, where x
represents the distance, and ǫ ∈ [0, 1] is the power control factor. The distances are assumed
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) and follow Rayleigh distribution [5]. Further, IEI




where PD is the DUE transmission power, hk,j and x
−α
k,j denote the channel gain and path loss
between IEI interferer DUE kth and the BS, and ξj,i is the ratio of the power measured at the
jth DRB to the power measured at the ith CRB [16].
Since each CRB is occupied by one CUE and the DRBs can be reused by rd within one cell,
thus the density of CUEs use ith CRB is significantly lower than the DUEs’s use jth DRB.
Therefore, the leakage power among the CUEs is dominated by the IEI from the DUEs and can
be neglected and also the leakage from the CUEs to the DUEs.
Following the above assumptions, we define the typical CUE as the closest uplink user to the
serving BS that uses ith CRB to transmit data in the typical cell, where the BS is centred at the
origin as a reference, see Fig. 2. The uplink signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) of the




Ii + IEIi + σ2
, (1)
where PC represents CUE constant baseline transmission power. 0 denotes the typical CUE that
uses ith CRB. h0 denotes the distance-independent channel gain between the typical CUE and
the reference BS. x0 is the distance between the typical CUE and the reference BS. Ii denotes the
cumulative co-channel interference from interferer CUEs at the reference BS. IEIi is cumulative








where m denotes co-channel interferer CUE to typical CUE. Rm is the distance between the
co-channel interferer CUE and its serving BS. hm denotes the distance-independent channel gain































































between the co-channel interferer CUE and the reference BS. xm is the distance between the













where k denotes IEI interferer DUE to typical CUE. hk,j denotes the distance-independent
channel gain between the IEI interferer DUE and the reference BS. xk,j is the distance between
the IEI interferer DUE and the reference BS.
Furthermore, we define a typical D2D pair, where a typical DUE transmitter locates far from




Ij0 + IEIj0 + σ
2
, (2)
where j0 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , ND}. d0 is typical DUE that uses j0th DRB. hd0 denotes the distance-
independent channel gain between the typical DUE and the reference DUE receiver. xd0 is the
distance between the typical DUE and the reference DUE receiver. Ij0 denotes the cumulative
co-channel interference from the interferer DUEs at the reference DUE receiver. IEIj0 is the






where dm is co-channel interferer DUE to typical DUE. hdm denotes the distance-independent
channel gain between the co-channel interferer DUE and the reference DUE receiver. xdm is









where d denotes IEI interferer DUE to typical DUE. hd,j0 denotes the distance-independent
channel gain between the IEI interferer DUE and the reference DUE receiver. xd,j0 is the distance
between the IEI interferer DUE and the reference DUE receiver. ξj,j0 represents the ratio of the
power measured at the jth DRB to the power measured at the j0th DRB.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyse the performance of the cellular and D2D links in D2D-enabled
cellular network by taking into account the IEI impact. The IEI intra-cell and IEI inter-cell are
analysed separately under the main framework. Finally, the optimal expected DRB reuse factor
is calculated within one cell, which maximizes the cellular link coverage probability and satisfies































































the given QoS constrains for cellular and D2D links. The analysis in this paper is for one time
slot, which can be generalized to all time slots.
A. Cellular Link
The cellular link coverage probability in D2D-enabled cellular network is defined as the
probability that the uplink SINR of the CUE at its serving BS is greater than the SINR threshold
β, which is given by
Pcovi = Ex0
[
P(SINRi ≥ β | x0)
]
. (3)
Pcovi is averaged over the plane conditioned on the closest CUE (typical CUE) being at the
distance x0. It is assumed that x0 follows a Rayleigh distribution and the probability density















h0 ≥ βP−1C x0α(1−ǫ)
(
Ii + IEIi + σ
2
) | x0] · 2πλix0e−πλix02dx0. (5)
The conditional coverage probability in (5) can be denoted by pi(x0) and derived as
pi (x0) = P
[
h0 ≥ βP−1C x0α(1−ǫ)
(
Ii + IEIi + σ
2
) | x0] (a)= LIi (s)·LIEIi (s)·exp (−sσ2) , (6)
where (a) follows the fact that h0 ∼ exp(µ), the definition of interference Laplace transform
LI(s) = EI [exp(−sI)] [18], and by letting s = βµPC−1x0α(1−ǫ).
LIi (s) and LIEIi (s) are defined as follows. LIi (s) is Laplace transform of the cumulative
co-channel interference of the CUEs at the reference BS given by
LIi (s) = exp(−πλi̺(s)) , (7)
where

























proof : see Appendix A.























































































proof : see Appendix B.
Now we derive the coverage probability of typical CUE by substituting (7) and (9) in (6) and







2 · exp(−πλi̺ (β, x0, ǫ, α))
























Special case: To shed further light on the significance of the expression in (10), the coverage
probability is calculated for interference-limited regime σ2 = 0, with power control factor ǫ = 0,






where ̺(β, x0, ǫ, α) in (10) is substituted by
̺ (β, x0, ǫ, α) = ¯̺(β, ǫ = 0, α) x0
2.
From (8), we can derive ¯̺(β, ǫ = 0, α) as





























Note that the IEI impact changes according to the location of CRB [8]. Thereby, the expected









as the CRBs can be allocated to any CUE in the network.
On the other hand, the expected data rate can be defined as









eℑ − 1)] dℑ, (15)
where (a) follows because ln(1+SINRi) is strictly positive variable. Letting χ = (e
ℑ− 1) and











































































Pcovi(χ) can be obtained by generalizing Pcovi given by (13), and replacing β by χ. Thereby,





















To solve (17), we need to defined the path loss exponent. Consider the lossy environment, where






















which can be easily calculated numerically.
B. D2D Link
The successful probability of D2D link is defined as a probability that the D2D pair can
establish a link to transmit data, and the SINR at the receiver is greater than the SINR threshold
βd. The successful probability for the typical DUE transmitter located at distance xd0 from the
reference DUE receiver is given by
Psucj0 = P (SINRj0 ≥ βd) = P
[
hd0 ≥ βdP−1D xd0α
(
Ij0 + IEIj0 + σ
2
)]
= LIj0 (sd) · LIEIj0 (sd) · exp
(−sdσ2) , (19)
where sd = βdµP
−1
D xd0
α. LIj0 (sd) is Laplace transform of the cumulative co-channel interference
of the DUEs at the reference DUE receiver, which is derived as Appendix A















However, in this case, Φj probability generating functional (PGFL) function integration limits
for the DUEs are from 0 to ∞ since the closest co-channel interferer could be very close to the
reference DUE receiver. LIEIj0 (sd) is Laplace transform of cumulative IEI of the DUEs at the
























For interference limited regime, the successful probability of typical DUE is obtained by sub-
stituting (20) and (21), and plugging sd = βdµP
−1
D xd0
































































































as the DRBs can be allocated to any DUE in the network.













Psucj0 (χd) can be obtained by generalizing Psucj0 given by (22), and replacing βd by χd. Thereby,



















which also can be easily calculated numerically.
C. IEI inter-cell and IEI intra-cell
The IEI may have big impact on system performance, in this subsection, we study which IEI
dominates the cellular link performance in each cell IEI intra-cell or IEI inter-cell, which are
defined as the IEI within the typical cell and the IEI from other cells, respectively. The Laplace
transform of the cumulative IEI of the DUEs at the reference BS LIEIi(s) can be expressed in
terms of Laplace transform of IEI intra-cell and IEI inter-cell and rewritten as
LIEIi(s) = L(O)IEIi(s).L(Oˆ)IEIi(s), (26)
where L(O)IEIi(s) represents the Laplace transform of cumulative IEI of the DUEs at the
reference BS within the typical cell, and L(Oˆ)IEIi(s) represents the Laplace transform of the
cumulative IEI of the DUEs at the reference BS from other cells. By following the derivation















































where integration limits of Φj PGFL function are taken from 0 to R for IEI intra-cell, and from
R to ∞ for IEI inter-cell, where R is the typical cell radius. The coverage probability in terms
of the IEI intra-cell and IEI inter-cell can be obtained by substituting (7) and (26), and plugging
s = βµP−1C x
α(1−ǫ) in (6) and then in (5) as








































































· exp(−̟x02(1−ǫ)) · exp(−ςx02(1−ǫ))
· exp (−βµP−1C x0α(1−ǫ)σ2) dx0,
(29)














































By considering the special case (σ2 = 0, ǫ = 0) as (13), we obtain the coverage probability

















D. Expected DRB reuse factor
In this subsection, we derive the optimal expected reuse factor of DRBs for each cell in terms
of QoS parameters. The reuse factor can be defined as the number of DUEs can reuse each DRB















CUE coverage probability threshold Pcovth and DUE successful probability threshold Psucth are
defined as QoS thresholds for CUEs and DUEs that guarantee reuse of DRBs without causing
a harmful interference to cellular and D2D links.
For comparison sake, we consider IEI and no IEI case. In case the IEI is taken into account, the
reuse of DRB affects both cellular link coverage probability and D2D link successful probability,
adversely. Thus, we derive optimal rd that maximizes the coverage probability and the successful





















≥ Psucth , (33b)
































































































































For no IEI case, the IEI is not taken into account, the reuse of DRBs affects only the D2D
link successful probability, adversely. Thus, we find the optimal reuse factor that maximizes the
DUE successful probability in (22), where the DUEs can reuse the DRB on condition that the
DUEs successful probability satisfies the threshold given by Psucth−no IEI . Since, the DUEs do
not experience the IEI, we let ξj,j0 = 0 in (22) and derive the rd−no IEI that satisfies the required
Psucth−no IEI as

















The optimal expected reuse factor for no IEI case is derived as
r∗d−no IEI =




From subsection A in the results section, the IEI impact on the cellular links is more severe
than the D2D links. Thus, this work focuses on the IEI impact on cellular link and propose
methods to mitigate this effect. Henceforth, the IEI denotes the IEI impact on the cellular link.
The main parameters that can control the IEI are DUE density, DUEs locations, and DUEs
transmission power. Hence, we propose two mitigation methods: the DDB strategy and the OPA
algorithm. The formal one controls DUE density and DUEs locations that use the adjacent DRBs
to the CRBs and the second method controls the DUEs transmission power.
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Fig. 3: DDB strategy.
A. Distance-density based (DDB) strategy
Based on the fact that the nearest DRBs cause more IEI [8], it is expected that the IEI can be
mitigated if the number of DUEs use the DRBs located next to the CRBs is controlled and also
if these DUEs are located far from the serving BS. Accordingly, we define the protection band,
where the number and location of DUEs that use the DRBs in this band are controlled by the BS.
In this section, we remodel and re-analyse the system, and evaluate the network performance in
terms of the new DRBs groups setting. Then, we find the optimal DRBs groups setting, which
maximizes the cellular link coverage probability and guarantees serving the required number of
DUEs within one cell.
Fig. 3-A shows the DDB frequency resources structure in each t, where G1 and G2 denote the
protection and typical bands DRBs, respectively. ND1 and ND2 represent the number of DRBs
in G1 and G2, where ND = ND1 +ND2 , and
j1 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , ND1} and j2 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , ND2} .
In typical band, the DUEs locations are modelled as PPP Φj with density λj . Meanwhile, in
protection band, the DUE density and DUEs locations are modelled in terms of reduction factor
ρ (to control DUE density) and exclusion distance τ (to control DUEs locations from the serving
BS), where ρ is the density control parameter and τ is the radius of the exclusion area, in which































































the G1 DRBs are only assigned to the DUEs located beyond this distance in each cell.
To remodel the DUEs that use the protection band DRBs in the network, we use random
thinning operation and PHP [18]. By thinning, the DUEs of Φj process are retained with
probability ρ to form a new point process Φ¯j with density ρλj , where ρ can take value in
the range [0,1]. Thus, we can control the DUE density of the DUEs that use G1 DRBs. Further,
we model the DUEs locations in G1 that locate beyond the exclusion distance τ in terms of
Φ¯j by using a PHP as shown in Fig. 3-B. The PHP is defined in terms of two independent
homogeneous PPPs Φ¯j and Φ, where Φ¯j represents a PPP from which the holes are carved out
and Φ represents the locations of the holes (BSs), which are centered by the BSs and have τ
radius. The result process is Φˆj with density ρλje
−πλτ2 . By PHP, we allocate the G1 DRBs to
the DUEs that only located beyond distance τ from the BS. Accordingly, we have two different
processes: Φˆj with density ρλje
−πλτ2 for the DUEs use G1 DRBs, and Φj with density λj for
the DUEs use G2 DRBs.
For simplicity, we denote this strategy as (sˆ) in the derivation. The conditional coverage
probability in (6) for this case can be given by
pi
(sˆ) = LIi(s) · L(sˆ)IEIG1,i(s) · L
(sˆ)
IEIG2,i
(s) · exp (−sσ2) , (38)
where L(sˆ)IEIG1,i(s) and L
(sˆ)
IEIG2,i
(s) are the Laplace transform of cumulative IEI of the DUEs that










































































The closed-form expression of CUE coverage probability at ith CRB is derived under the
proposed strategy, where ǫ = 0 and σ2 = 0 as follows











































































































































































Since the BS controls the number and location of DUEs in the protection band, thus the
expected reuse factor of the protection band DRBs is denoted by rd−DDB and can be found in







where ⌊.⌋ is the round down function.
Clearly, in this strategy, the total DUEs that can be served at each time slot can be reduced.
To evaluate this reduction, we define a reduction percentage of the DUEs as a DDB strategy
trade-off metric and derive it by calculating the number of DUEs that can be served for each











The DDB strategy defines a protection band to mitigate IEI. The main question is how to
determine the optimal protection band size (DRBs groups setting) that maximizes the CUE
coverage probability in (42)?. Intuitively, the maximum coverage probability can be achieved
when the DRBs are not used by any DUEs, where (ρ = 0, ND1 = ND). For the efficient use of
DRBs and to serve as much DUEs in each time slot, this is not an option. For this reason, we
define ρ and the reduction percentage threshold θth as the QoS system parameters, where ρ is































































selected to guarantee the efficient use of DRBs, and θth is the permitted reduction percentage
that guarantees NDUEs = θth × rd × ND DUEs can be served in one time slot t. The BS sets
NDUEs value according to: the number of DUEs requests in each time slot, and the system
priorities of serving the DUEs or providing better QoS to the CUEs.
The BS finds the optimal protection band that maximizes the CUE coverage probability in
(42) for a given reduction factor ρ, so as the reduction percentage θ does not exceed the given









ND − (ρND1 +ND2)
ND
≤ θth (51a)
1 ≤ ND1 ≤ ND. (51b)
Since the ND1 is the upper limit of a summation operator in (39) and (40), thus it is tractable
to derive the optimal ρ∗ for the given DRBs groups setting ND1 and then find the optimal N
∗
D1
in terms of derived ρ∗. The problem can be rewritten as
minimize ρ (52)
subject to
ND − (ρND1 +ND2)
ND
≤ θth (52a)
0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. (52b)
Worth noting that τ in (42) is discarded and substituted by τ = 0, because from the results
(see Fig. 8 in the results section), we notice the exclusion distance τ does not help to improve
the CUE performance.
To solve (52), we use the Lagrangian multipliers method and find the Lagrangian function as
L(ρ, λ1, λ2, λ3) =ρ+λ1
(




+ λ2(ρ− 1)− λ3ρ, (53)
where λ1, λ2, λ3, and λ4 are the Lagrangian multipliers. The gradients of Lagrangian function



















ND − (ρ∗ND1 +ND2)
ND







= ρ∗ − 1 = 0, (56)




































































= −ρ∗ = 0. (57)





where ρ∗ = 1 in (56) is not the minimum value among the derived optimal solutions. Further,
for the sake of spectrum efficiency, ρ∗ = 0 in (57) is discarded. Thus, from (58), the optimal
DRB setting can be obtained as
N∗D1 =
NDθth
1− ρ where 0 < ρ < 1. (59)
From (59), if we let ND1 = ND, we obtain maximum reduction can be achieved for a given ρ
θmax = 1− ρ. (60)
To leverage the fact that the center DUEs cause an interference higher than the edge DUEs to
the BS, the DUEs are arranged by increasing order of the BS interference level. By exploiting
the optimal protection band size derived in (59), the (rd−DDB × ND1) DUEs cause the lowest
interference to the BS are allocated to G1 band. The (rd × ND2) DUEs cause the highest
interference to the BS are allocated to G2 band. This frequency resources allocation mitigates
the IEI. Thereafter, the DUEs allocated for each band G1 and G2 could be distributed by using
the traditional resource allocation methods.
B. Optimal power allocation (OPA) algorithm for DUEs
From subsection A in the results section, the IEI intra-cell dominates the IEI inter-cell in high
dense D2D-enabled cellular network. Thus, eliminating IEI intra-cell within one cell can diminish
significantly the total IEI impact in the network. Therefore, the OPA algorithm is proposed to
mitigate the IEI intra-cell using the fact that by controlling the DUEs transmission power within
one cell, the IEI impact can be effectively controlled. This method can eliminate the IEI intra-cell
because the BS can only control and allocate power to the DUEs within the cell. The optimal
power allocation is performed for the DUEs that maximizes the DUEs sum rate and satisfies the



















d,BS ≤ Ith, ∀j. (61b)































































The objective function (61) is the DUEs sum rate within the cell, where p denotes the trans-
mission power profile vector for DUEs, R
j
d is the data rate for dth DUE that uses jth DRB,
and rj is number of DUEs that can reuse jth DRB, which is defined in the frequency resources
allocation stage for each DRB. It is assumed that the spectrum allocation has been performed
before the power allocation, where DRBs are allocated to subset of distant pairs that generates
low interference to each others. Further, constraint (61a) guarantees that the transmit power for
each DUE is less than or equal to the maximum limit, where P
j
d is the dth DUE transmission
power that uses jth DRB, Pmax is the maximum transmit power of the DUEs, d ∈ {1, 2, · · · , rj},
and j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , ND}. Finally, constraint (61b) guarantees the interference from the DUEs at
the BS is less than a given threshold Ith. H
j
d,BS denotes the channel gain between the dth
DUE that uses jth DRB and the BS, where H
j
d,BS = hd,BSxd
−α. Ith is the maximum allowed
interference from each DRB at the BS which controls the IEI from the DUEs.
For notation clarity, henceforth, the lower and upper symbols of rate R, power P , co-channel
interference I , and IEI indicate the DUE identity and the DRB used by this DUE, respectively.
Also, for channels notations, the upper symbol is the same as later, however, the lower symbol
indicates that, for instance, channel Hd,BS is between dth DUE transmitter and BS receiver.






















































are the cumulative co-channel interference and cumulative IEI at j0 DRB
used by d0th DUE within one cell.
The objective function (61) is non-convex function (geometric programming function) and the
constraints are convex (affine functions). To simplify the problem and find the optimal solution,























































































































The first term on the right hand side in (65) is linear and the third term is concave (the log of
sum of exponentials of linear functions), then the transformed objective function (65) represents
one form of convex functions and it has a unique optimal solution which must satisfy Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions and can be solved by using Lagrangian dual decomposition.
By letting ϑ = (ϑ1, · · · , ϑi) and ̟ = (̟1, · · · , ̟) denote the Lagrangian multiplier vectors
associated with the constraints (61a) and (61b), respectively, the Lagrangian dual function can
be defined as

































According to the KKT conditions [19], the gradient of the Lagrangian dual function must vanish




















∗ −̟j0∗Hj0d0,BS = 0. (67)
To derive (67), we firstly derive the first term on the right hand side. The transmission power
of d0th DUE that uses j0th DRB P
j0
d0
can be found in the sum rate equation of DUEs in three
forms as follows: in the desired signal of d0th DUE that uses j0th DRB, in the co-channel
interference of d0th DUE to dth DUE that uses same j0th DRB, and in the IEI of d0th DUE to



































































The derivative of utility function R
j0
d with respect to P
j0
d0














∗) + IEIj0d (P
∗) + σ2
, (70)


















































































































with respect to P
j0
d0













































































































∗ −̟∗j0Hj0d0,BS = 0.
(72)


















































Since the Lagrangian dual function in (66) is differentiable, sub-gradient method can be used
to find optimal power profile, where convergence of this method is guaranteed. By using the































































Algorithm 1 Optimal power control algorithm
1: Initialize T, ϑ
j0
d0
(T) ∀d0 ∈ {1, · · · , rj} ∧ ∀j0 ∈ {1, · · · , ND}, and ̟j0(T) ∀j0 ∈








(T) ∀d0 ∈ {1, · · · , rj} ∧ ∀j0 ∈ {1, · · · , ND}, ̟j0(T) ∀j0 ∈ {1, · · · , ND}
using equation (75), and P.
4: Until T = Tmax (max number of iteration).




























where [x]+ denotes max {x, 0}, a > 0 and b > 0 are small positive steps, and T is the iteration
index. Algorithm 1 is developed to derive the optimal power allocations for DUEs. It is worth
noting that the algorithm’s complexity is polynomial in mean of rj over all DRBs (r¯j), ND,
and the iteration O(r¯j ×ND × Tmax), which is feasible in practice with reasonable processing
delay. The proposed algorithm is mainly based on knowing the channel gains of different links
between various devices (CUEs, DUEs, and BS). Also, it is worth noting that the channel gains
among the DUEs and CUEs, and the BS can be obtained in a practical network by using the
uplink sounding reference signal (SRS), for more details refer to [20].
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section provides the numerical and simulation results for D2D-enabled cellular network.
The results are all averaged over the CRBs by using (14) and averaged over the DRBs by using
(23). Unless noted otherwise, the simulation parameters are given in Table. I. Leakage power
ratio among the resource blocks is given by ξj,i = −21− 5 |j − i| in dB [8].
A. IEI impact
In this subsection, we compare no IEI case in [21], [22], and [23] with the IEI case. The
results show the IEI impact on cellular and D2D links, the dominant IEI (intra-cell or inter-cell),
and the comparison between the reuse factors, where IEI is taken and not taken into account.
Fig. 4 shows the IEI impact on the CUE coverage probability for different DUE densities by
changing the required SINR threshold at the reference BS. The coverage probability is calculated































































TABLE I: Simulation Parameters
Parameters Values
Number of DRBs ND 44 [24], [25]
Number of CRBs NC 6 [24], [25]
DRBs indices j 4 to 47 [24], [25]
CRBs indices i from 1 to 3,48 to 50
CUE transmission power PC for ǫ = 0 23 dBm
DUE transmission power PD 20 dBm
BS and CUE Density λ, λi 1 (BS, CUEs)/km
2
Path loss exponent α 4
BS SINR threshold β -5 dB
DUE SINR threshold βd 0 dB
Network Radius 5 km
D2D typical link distance xd0 50 m
Operating frequency 2 GHz

























































Fig. 4: IEI impact on the CUEs in the network.
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=40, with IEI (Simulation)
l
j
=40, with IEI (Analysis)
Fig. 5: IEI impact on the DUEs in the network.
by considering two different environment: lossy environment α = 4 and free space environment
α = 2.5. To find the CUE coverage probability by simulations, the typical BS is located at the
center (0, 0) in R2 plane. The CUEs are dropped according to homogeneous PPP with density
λi =1 CUEs/km
2 within the range of 5 km of the network, and the same for the DUEs with
different densities. The figure shows the simulation results capture the coverage probability in
(13). By comparing the λj = 20 and 40 DUEs/km
2 scenarios with no IEI scenario, it can be
seen that the IEI degrades the coverage probability and becomes severe by increasing the density.
Since the DUE density is expected to increase dramatically in the next generation networks, the
IEI becomes severe, thus, the system should consider the IEI to evaluate the network performance
accurately. Further, the IEI degrades the coverage probability by 0.4 and 0.5 for α = 4, while
for α = 2.5 case, coverage is degraded by 0.1 and 0.2, where λj = 20 and 40 DUEs/km
2
respectively. This leads to conclude that IEI impact is more significant in lossy environment.































































Fig. 5 shows the IEI impact on the DUE successful probability for different DUE densities by
changing the required SINR threshold at the reference DUE receiver. To find the DUE successful
probability by simulation, the reference DUE receiver is centred at the origin, the corresponding
typical DUE transmitter is isotropically dropped at a fixed distance x = 50 m away from the
receiver. The CUEs and DUEs are dropped around the center according to homogeneous PPP.
The successful probability is calculated for lossy environment α = 4 and free space environment
α = 2.5. The figure shows the simulation results capture the successful probability in (22). From
λj = 20 and 40 DUEs/km
2 scenarios, it can be seen that the IEI degrades the D2D link successful
probability. The IEI degrades the successful probability by about 0.1, where λj = 20 and 40
DUEs/km2 for α = 4 case, while for α = 2.5 case the IEI does not affect the successful
probability and it is almost similar to the no IEI case. By increasing the DUE density, the
IEI slightly increases and a negligible effect on successful probability is caused. This leads to
conclude that the IEI impact for D2D side is not severe. Further, the IEI impact is higher in the
lossy environment, which means the overall interference is smaller in proportion to the desired
received signal for the former case. The reason is the D2D communication distance between the
transmitter and the receiver of D2D pair is small.
Fig. 6 shows the coverage probability where: only IEI intra-cell, only IEI inter-cell, and the
IEI for whole network are considered, respectively. Three cases are defined for two different
frequency resources pool structures, NC = 20, ND = 30 and NC = 6, ND = 44 by changing
DUE density. Note that the coverage probability for λj = 0 is 0.77 represents no IEI case (optimal
case). By changing DUE density, we observe that IEI intra-cell is significantly high and affects
the coverage probability of typical CUE for NC = 6, ND = 44 and NC = 20, ND = 30 cases.
The reason is the proximity of interferer DUEs of typical cell from the reference BS. However
for both cases, the IEI inter-cell is not negligible especially at high DUE density. As a result,
the IEI intra-cell dominates the performance at high DUE density. At low DUE density, both
similarly affect the coverage probability. This implies, considering only IEI intra-cell in high
DUE density can help to evaluate approximately the cellular system performance, especially if
the BS has limited information about the IEI from the other cells. Since the full load scenario
is considered, by comparing the NC = 6, ND = 44 curves and NC = 20, ND = 30 curves, it
can be seen the coverage probability is better when the DRBs number is less.






























































































IEI inter−cell (NC=20, ND =30)
IEI intra−cell (NC =20, ND =30)
IEI (NC=20, ND =30)
IEI inter−cell (NC=6,ND =44)
IEI intra−cell (NC=6,ND =44)
IEI (NC=6,ND =44)
Fig. 6: IEI intra-cell and IEI inter-cell.
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Fig. 7: Expected reuse factor for no IEI and IEI cases.
Fig. 7 shows the expected reuse factor for each DRB, where the required CUE coverage prob-
ability at the BS and the DUE successful probability are given. In this figure, the expected DRBs
reuse factor is calculated for no IEI and IEI to show the difference between two cases. It can
be seen, if the required coverage probability threshold is small and reuse factor that satisfies the
coverage probability threshold is larger than reuse factor that satisfies the successful probability
threshold, then the expected reuse factor is bounded by successful probability constrain (33b).
The vice versa, for the large coverage probability threshold, in this case, optimal reuse factor is
bounded by the coverage probability constrain (33a). The points of the transformation between
two above cases are defined as the constraints transformation points as shown in the figure.
Further, the number of expected reuse factor for no IEI case is greater than the actual expected
reuse factor for the IEI case. For instance, if the required P thsuc is 0.5, the expected reuse factor
is 11, which is not an accurate because if the IEI is considered we notice that the maximum
reuse factor can be achieved is 8. As the result, the expected number of the DUEs that can be
served in each time slot is calculated for no IEI and IEI cases, and the calculated number for
the IEI can give a more accurate insight of how many DUEs can be served in each time slot
without causing a harmful interference among the UEs, especially at the high DUE density.
B. IEI mitigation: DDB strategy
In this subsection, the results show the performance gain when the DDB strategy is employed
and the optimal DRBs groups setting for different reduction factors that retains the reduction
percentage less than the threshold value. The simulation setting is similar to the setting in the
previous section, except the DUEs that use G1 DRBs are dropped according to homogeneous










































































































Fig. 8: Performance improvement of the DDB strategy.
PPP with density ρλj , and beyond the exclusion distance τ from the BSs in the network.
Fig. 8 shows the expected cellular link data rate that can be achieved by employing DDB
strategy for different DUE densities, DRBs groups setting, and different ρ and τ values. The
figure demonstrates the lower-bound (no mitigation) and the upper-bound of the data rate for
two different DRBs groups setting. For the upper-bound case, the G1 DRBs are not used by
any DUEs where ρ = 0, the data rate is improved significantly especially when the number of
the DRBs in G1 is large. For instance, for ND1 = 12 case, the upper bound data rate is almost
the same as the calculated data rate for the optimal case (no IEI) RC=1.48 nats/sec/Hz. For the
same DRBs groups setting ND1 and reduction factor ρ, if we increase the exclusion distance
from 0.2 to 0.4 km, the improvement is only about 0.1 nats/sec/Hz, which is marginal and not a
very promising enhancement. Further, for the same τ and ρ, if we increase the G1 DRBs from
6 to 12 DRBs, the improvement is significant, particularly if the reduction factor is small. Also,
we observe that the data rate increases when the reduction factor decreases for the same τ and
ND1 , which becomes notable if ND1 is large. This figure shows that by decreasing the number of
DUEs use G1 DRBs and by increasing the number of DRBs in G1, we can effectively mitigate
the IEI and achieve a significant improvement in performance. On the other hand, the exclusion
distance τ plays a very marginal rule in this improvement.
In Fig. 9, the cellular link coverage probability is found for different DRBs groups settings
and reduction factors. The coverage probability becomes better by increasing the number of
the DRBs and the reduction factor in G1. Intuitively, the maximum coverage probability can be




































































































Fig. 9: Coverage probability with upper bound DRBs
group setting points for λj = 40.



























Fig. 10: Optimal DRBs groups setting for λj = 40
DUEs/km2.
achieved where the reduction is applied for all DRBs, but this is not the case here, the maximum
coverage probabilities for ρ =0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 can be achieved when the DRBs group setting
ND1 are 30, 28, 24, and 22, respectively. Increasing ND1 after these points cannot achieve better
performance. The main reason is the leakage from the DRBs located far from the CRBs is very
small and negligible. This figure defines the upper bound DRBs group setting points for the
given ρ, which helps to find the optimal DRBs groups setting as will be explained next.
Fig. 10 shows the optimal DRBs groups setting for the given reduction percentage and
reduction factor. On this figure, we define the upper bound DRBs groups setting points. These
points define the maximum DRBs groups setting and reduction that can be employed for each
ρ. Accordingly, the DRBs groups setting can be found easily for the given ρ and reduction
percentage by knowing the upper bound DRBs group setting points. For instance, for ρ = 0.2, if
the allowable reduction percentage is 40%, then the DRBs groups setting ND1 = 22. Meanwhile,
if the allowable reduction percentage is ≥ 51% then the DRBs groups setting is ND1 = 28, which
is equal to the upper bound DRBs groups setting point. Further, it can be seen that the maximum
reduction percentages for the given reuse factors are 80% for ρ = 0.2, 60% for ρ = 0.4, 40%
for ρ = 0.6, and 20% for ρ = 0.8, which also can be obtained by the derived equation in (60).
Accordingly, by knowing reduction factor, required reduction percentage, and upper bound
DRBs group setting points, we can find optimal DRBs groups setting that minimises IEI impact
within cell.



























































































Fig. 11: Convergence performance of OPA algorithm for
352 DUEs/t, Ith=0dBm, and ND=44 DRBs.



























176 or 352 DUEs, Ith =−20 dBm (OPA)
176 or 352 DUEs, Ith =0 dBm (OPA)
176 or 352 DUEs, Ith =20 dBm (OPA)
176 DUEs (no−Mitigation)
352 DUEs (no−Mitigatioin)
Fig. 12: Coverage probability improvement for OPA
algorithm.
C. IEI mitigation: OPA algorithm
For OPA algorithm, we consider only one cell. This subsection depicts the convergence
performance of the algorithm and the improvement achieved by employing OPA algorithm.
The frequency resources allocation is performed before the power allocation by employing the
DSATUR algorithm: If the distance between DUE transmitter dth and DUE receiver d′th is lower
than a threshold distance then dth and d′th DUEs use different DRBs [26].
Fig. 11 illustrates the performance and shows the convergence behaviour of the OPA algorithm.
The convergence to the maximum sum rate is achieved in iteration number 20. In this figure,
the convergence for this algorithm is confirmed, which implies the maximum sum rate can be
guaranteed by the OPA algorithm.
Fig. 12 shows the significant improvement in cellular link coverage probability that achieved
by OPA algorithm. Three cases are compared: no IEI (optimal), no mitigation, and IEI. It can
be seen that when the BS interference threshold Ith is decreased, the cellular link coverage
probability can be improved and can achieve the optimal value. This is reasonable, because by
decreasing Ith, the power profile of DUEs decreases. This causes less leakage power to the CRBs,
thus the coverage probability becomes better. As a result, by exploiting the OPA algorithm, we
can mitigate the IEI in D2D-enabled cellular network.
D. The mitigation methods comparison and its applications
In this paper, two different methods proposed to mitigate the IEI. In this section, we explain
the application scenario of each method and compare them with the literature schemes.































































DDB strategy serves limited number of DUEs with fix DUEs transmission power. The DDB
strategy can be used if the D2D links QoS has higher priority than the number of DUEs should
be served in each time slot and the DUEs requests for one time slot can be covered by this
strategy. By employing DDB strategy, the IEI intra-cell and IEI inter-cell can be mitigated.
Unlike the frequency resources grouping method proposed in [7], the DDB strategy mitigates
the IEI in all time slots without restricting the DUEs transmission power of the DUEs. Further,
by comparing with the OLPC-based methods proposed in [8]–[12], the DDB does not apply any
power transmission constraints on the DUEs, thus maintains the D2D links QoS.
The OPA algorithm applies power transmission constraints on the DUEs, while maximizes the
DUEs sum rate. This algorithm can be used if the number of served DUEs in each time slot has
higher priority than the D2D links QoS. By employing OPA algorithm: the DUEs transmission
power is controlled and the IEI intra-cell within one cell is mitigated. Unlike the power control
methods proposed in [8]–[12], OPA algorithm mitigates the IEI by taking into account the D2D
links as the cellular links QoS in the network, where the DUEs optimal power profile is found
which maximizes the DUEs sum rate and satisfies the interference threshold level at the BS.
As noted, it is preferable to use the DDB strategy if the required number of served DUEs in
one time slot can be covered. The main reason, in this strategy, the IEI is mitigated by taking into
account the D2D as the cellular links QoS. Also, there is no constraints on the DUEs transmission
power, and the IEI intra-cell and IEI inter-cell are both mitigated. In case the required number
of served DUEs in one time slot cannot be covered by DDB, the OPA algorithm can be used.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper investigated IEI impact in high dense D2D-enabled cellular network. A new
framework was proposed to analyse accurately the future networks, which is more accurate
than traditional model, where IEI is taken into account. The results showed that the IEI affects
significantly network performance in particular cellular links. The frequency resources grouping
(DDB) strategy and optimal power allocation (OPA) algorithm were proposed to mitigate IEI
for cellular links in the network. The DDB strategy can be used if D2D links QoS has higher
priority than the number of DUEs should be served in each time slot and the DUEs requests
for one time slot can be covered by this strategy. Meanwhile, OPA algorithm can be used if the
number of served DUEs in each time slot has higher priority than the D2D links QoS and the
DUEs requests for one time slot cannot be covered by DDB strategy. The results showed that
the proposed methods mitigate IEI and improve remarkably cellular links performance.































































APPENDIX A : PROOF OF LIi(s) DERIVATION







































































where (a) follows from the (i.i.d.) distribution of hm and the independence from Rm, and PPP
Φi, (b) follows from the fact that hm ∼ exp(µ), (c) follows from the independence PPP Φi
































APPENDIX B : PROOF OF LIEIi(s) DERIVATION






























































































































































































where (a) follows from the i.i.d distribution of hk,j , and the independence from PPP Φj , (b)
follows from h ∼ exp(µ), (c) follows from the independence of PPP Φj , (d) follows from the
PGFL of PPP Φj , where the integration limits are from 0 to ∞ since the closest DUEs using




, (f) follows from using [27, 3.241-2], and (g) follows from fairness assumption
validation, where λj is equal for all DRBs.
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